
English Year 5 

Week beginning 22.06.20 

Monday:  

Today I would like you to write down these words and an explanation of their meaning:  

 simpleton 

 wise 

 loom 

 emperor 

 minister 

 faithful 

 innocent 
To make sure you understand them all use them all in a sentence. You could also: use them in a short piece of 
writing about anything you like, in a nonsense poem or make a poster including the definitions and images to explain 
the words. Quiz the adults in your house and see if they can explain the meaning of each word and use them in a 
sentence.  
 
Tuesday: 

Today watch the video The Emperor’s new clothes read by Harry Shearer on youtube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KvRpN5Y23UE . Note that colour is spelt incorrectly in this video, as it is the 
American spelling. Write down the answers to these questions; 

 Why wouldn’t any of the ministers admit they couldn't see the cloth? 
 Explain in your own words why the Emperor went out in just his underwear 
 Why did the crowd pretend they could see the Emperor’s outfit? 
 Why didn’t the boy in the crowd pretend he could see the outfit and what changed once he had said 

the Emperor was in his underwear? 
See if you can find other versions of the story in your house or on the internet and watch or read them. Write down 
a brief summary of the story.  
 
Wednesday:  

Following on from yesterday’s work, write a page explaining what happened next in The Emperor’s new clothes. 

What would have happened the moment the Emperor arrived back at his palace? Think what happened to the two 

men who pretended to make the fabric and outfit. Did they escape? Were they punished? What happened to the 

Emperor, did the people respect him again? 

Thursday and Friday: 

Remind yourself of the features of a newspaper article in the list below and make sure you understand them all. You 
can look up anything that you don’t understand on BBC bitesize. 

 Include the name of the newspaper 
 Write an eye-catching headline that includes a pun, rhyme or alliteration 
 Include a short subline that gives a little more information 
 Include a byline (the writer’s name) 
 Write an introductory paragraph that explains the 5 Ws (who, what, why, when where) 
 Include pictures with captions 
 Write a commentary of the main events 
 Write in the third person and past tense 
 Include quotes (direct speech) and indirect speech 
 Use formal and informal language ( this is easy to do if you include a quote from the Emperor (posh) and 

someone from the crowd (informal use slang) 
 Write a conclusion, what will happen next 

Look at the ‘example of a good newspaper article’. Plan a newspaper report of the day one page long of the parade 
from the Emperor’s new clothes story (you don’t need to write in columns or include a picture in this). Make it as 
funny as you can. Once you have finished it you will need to edit and improve your text. Write the final draft in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KvRpN5Y23UE


columns and include a picture. Don’t make the headline or picture too large- it is the writing that is the most 
important. I would love to see pictures of your finished one page report. 
 

Spellings: 

This week we are looking at adding the verb prefix over-. 

1. overthrow 

2. overturn 

3. overslept 

4. overcook 

5. overreact 

6. overestimate 

7. overuse 

8. overpaid 

9. overlook 

10. overbalance 

You must learn these words during the week and have test on them next Monday. You must make sure you 

understand what they mean. To help you learn them you could: rainbow write, pyramid write, play hangman, write 

in silly sentences or correctly write down two of the words as many times as you can in one minute. Good luck! 

 

Guided reading: 

I would like you to pick two of comprehensions from you comprehension book and complete them. Make sure you 

read the text, then read the question and go back to the text for evidence before you answer the question.  


